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After the formal presentations of the Can-Am Classic, Ned Roberts was kind 

enough to spend several hours with a group of about a dozen of us in Burlington 

on April 20, 2002. This seminar/discussion covered a wide range of topics of 

interest to spider and UFO enthusiasts.  

 

History of breeders  

Many of the early spiders originated from random crosses and some breeders still 

introduce an occasional one.  However, more breeders are now specializing in 
spiders.  

 

The most frequently used spider is KINDLY LIGHT.  GARDEN PORTRAIT is a look 

alike sib to KINDLY LIGHT.  The original KINDLY LIGHT was infertile and a very 

reluctant pollen parent.  Bechtold marketed it through the Wilds nursery and 

Wilds sold a fertile version.   Another portion of Bechtold KINDLY LIGHT went to 

Lois Burns and it seems to have been fertile and she gave it away freely.  It is 

thought that KINDLY LIGHT and GARDEN PORTRAIT have likely been confused for 

each other over the years.   At this point, GARDEN PORTRAIT and KINDLY LIGHT 

are probably interchangeable.  For example the Reinkes use KINDLY LIGHT for 

about half of their spiders and Temple uses GARDEN PORTRAIT.  

 
Jerry Dickerson did a lot of sdlg x KINDLY LIGHT in his early breeding.  It turns 

out the "seedlings" came from some narrow daylilies grown by a Mrs Greenbaum. 

Ned found out that Mrs Greenbaum had bought some seeds from Saxton back in 

1946.  She still had the package, 25 cents for 100 seeds.  

 

Jack Temple is the only spider breeder at this time who has an inbred line. GREED 

WIDOW '82 was the foundation plant and its line was later supplemented by 

frequent use of GARDEN PORTRAIT. The resemblances amongst the Temple line 

can be seen.  

 

Clayton Burkey started with a variety of older spiders and is now doing some 

inbreeding in his lines.  

 
Ned Roberts started breeding narrow daylilies and is fond of using the Lambert 

line in his breeding.  All of his introductions prior to 2002 were bred in 

Albuquerque, NM.  The first crosses in Colorado were made in 1996, and BLACK 

ICE (N Roberts, 2000 ) was the first introduction from that group.  

 

LAKE NORMAN SPIDER and PINK SUPER SPIDER, both by K. Carpenter, can be 

traced to four seedlings which she had received from Lambert.  

 



Snooks Harville started his breeding in the late 1980's.  His neighbour, Joyce 

Lewis, asked Ned for some recommendations.  Ned's suggestions of CATS 

CRADLE and SATANS CURLS were the foundation line for Snooks Harville's work.  

 

ROSY LIGHTS, MAD MAX, WILSON SPIDER and SPOONER were all Wilson-bred 

and introduced after his death.  WILSON SPIDER should not have been attributed 

to Oakes - it was a registration error.  

 

Ned has a vision of what he wants in his plants and the following listings have 

been his evaluation of registered plants with his goals in mind. Evaluations will be 

different depending on your personal tastes.  

 

Plants that are less desirable for breeding:  
FUN FLING (Childs, 1982) passes on a poor purple colour 

 WIND FRILLS does not throw good children on first generation  

 PALE MOON RISING (Peck, 1988, dor) is very tender  

 LILTING LAVENDER has not produced spiders 

QUEEN OF HEARTS throws clear reds with white edge but it flops - a 

dominant red 

RIGAMAROLE and DERVISH - Lambert purples, tend to be muddy and pass 

this on to the offspring.  

DEVILS ADVOCATE and SERPENTS TOOTH give good form but terrible 

colour.  

 EASY NED is very dominant in colour 

 LOLA BRAHAM is pod sterile.  
 HOLLY DANCER does not throw narrow things  

 STARSEARCH was not very fertile and fairly yellow in his experience 

 ASTERISK will not throw anything spider 

 SATANS CURLS grows better in the warm 

 SPINDAZZLE throws dirty colours 

 ANDROID has not bloomed for him 

 

Plants that are desirable  

KINDLY LIGHT does not generally give up its yellow, but red , purple and 

lavender will show 

 COYOTE LAUGHS has a 38 bud count and goes to zone 4 

 YABBA DABBA DO and CURLY ROSEY POSEY are both good breeders. 

OPEN HEARTH pollen will give UFO's and polytepals, pass on the colour as a 
dominant.  

 Bechtold plants will breed narrower  

 CORAL CRAB throws crinkly edges 

 PERSIAN PATTERN gives up its eyes.  

PURPLE CORN DANCER, good eye and sepal twist but too short. - P. Stamile 

is trying to convert it.  

 LOBO LUCY, children are very good 

 Jim Murphy's RACING STRIPES gives lighter borders on things  



 ROSY LIGHTS throws tall children  

VI DAWSON is from a good gene pool but not a good flower, it gives good 

children  

 Use big flowers and things will twist and turn for you 

 For nice gold throats, use APACHE BANDANA  

 

Insights such as these are extremely useful for individuals starting in their pollen 

dabbling.  It is the sort of information it would take years to accumulate and Ned 

was very generous in sharing his experience.  

 

We would all have loved to stay, but it was time to check out of the hotel, so we 

look forward to our next meeting with Ned to continue the conversations.  

  
 

 

 

 

 


